Holiday Gifts for Gardeners

A Gift of Seeds Keeps on Growing

HOLIDAY SPECIAL: 15% Off Your Entire Order
Enter HOLIDAY13 in the coupon code box at checkout.

Gift Certificates
Give a gardening gift with our attractive gift certificates. Recipients can order online or by mail.

A Gift of Seeds
Choose and enter your gift seeds and enter a message at checkout. Your message will be included on a gift card with the shipment to your recipient.

Renee's Cookbooks
Renee's two popular Kitchen Garden Cookbooks are perfect gift choices for gardening cooks and cooking gardeners. Offered individually or as a boxed set at a discount. View a sampling of recipes from Renee's cookbooks.

From The New York Times:
"...filled with fast, fresh food and unexpected flavor combinations...an admirable collection of healthy, imaginative and delicious recipes."

From Horticulture Magazine:
"...if one can apply such an adjective to cookbooks, both are merry - full of simplicity, health and good cheer."

Cookbooks and Collection Sets
Recipes from a Kitchen Garden plus your choice of one Seed Collection
Renee's two popular Kitchen Garden Cookbooks plus your choice of one Seed Collection

Easy To Grow Collections
Especially Rewarding for New Gardeners
Each Collection contains five packets of colorful, delicious and reliably easy to grow vegetables or herbs.

Container Kitchen Garden
Container Herb Garden
Rainbow Kitchen Garden

Bonus Packets Make Great Stocking Stuffers
Our oversized Bonus Packs are generously filled and beautifully illustrated.
A Butterfly Garden
A Hummingbird Garden
American Wildflowers
A Rainbow of California Poppies
Native American Three Sisters Garden

Scatter Garden Canisters
These handsome and distinctive re-sealable Scatter Garden Seed Canisters contain enough seed to broadcast a large field of flowers.
Renee’s Themed Gardens

Our **Themed Selections** will create unique gardens with a full range of colors, flavors and fragrance. Each pretty envelope holds 5 different eye-catching watercolor packets of our favorite varieties. When you order, combine your Themed Garden choice with Renee’s cookbook “Recipes from a Kitchen Garden” (for a 5% discount), or with a gift boxed set of both cookbooks (for a 10% discount).

- Irresistible Scented Sweet Peas
- A Children’s Garden
- A Hummerlured and Butterfly Collection
- An Herbsmith Cottage Garden
- Old Fashioned Fragrance Garden
- Ornamental Night Garden
- A Bird Lovers Bonanza
- Pets Container Garden
- Herbs for All the Seasons
- Perennials and Unusual Annuals
- Orange, Basil, Heirloom Gardens
- Container Flower Gardens
- Ultimate Garden Collection

Come Visit Often!

Please visit our website to view all of our [articles](#) and [online catalog](#). Ordering is quick, easy and secure. We look forward to hearing from you.

Best Wishes,
Renee Shepherd

What’s On Renee’s Blog

**Vegetable Markets Around the World**

Recipe of the Month

**Glazed Pumpkin Ginger Bars**

Pumpkin, spices and candied ginger perfectly complement each other in these bar cookies.